
 
 

 
 

International Relations 
Islamic world in International relations 
Eduard Gombár 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The aim of the course is to acquaint students with the position and role of the Islamic part of world in 
international relations and its specifics. Main topics of the course cover explanation of the essence of Islamic 
religion and differences between Sunni and Shiite Islam or Classical Islamic universalism. In terms of content, 
the course also focuses on modernisation and secular reforms, Islamic fundamentalism or International 
conflicts in the Islamic World. Current questions and topics are also an integral part of the course, including 
contemporary Islamic universalism – Islamism, Arab revolutions 2011, Europe and Islam or consular praxis in 
the Arab world. 
 
Changes in the Global Economic Architecture after the Crisis 2007- 2009 
Jaroslav Mesršmíd 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The aim of this course is especially to explain the existence and functioning of new global economic 
architecture, i.e. the governance of international economic and financial relations after the financial and 
economic crisis starting in 2007. The course provides therefore significant knowledge and information about: 
global economic architecture (GEA), globalisation and other relevant notions, about legal and institutional 
framework of the new GEA with special attention to the activities of the EU in this area and enables to assess 
the achieved results and discuss the future development of the GEA. 
 
The EU in the past, today and in the future 
Jaroslav Mesršmíd 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The aim of this course is to explain the significance of the European integration and its role in political, 
economic and social development of Europe. The course should provide the knowledge and information 
about essentials of the integration and that especially in following fields: globalisation and the role of the EU 
in world economy, common theoretical foundations of the European integration, historical development of 
the European integration, European law and institutions of the EU, economic governance in the EU, budget 
of the EU, selected internal policies of the EU, internal (single) market of the EU, econ and monetary union, 
external policies of the EU and new challenges for the EU. 
 
Basic of the Public International Law 
Štefan Viedenský 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course covers basic topics such as the nature and development of international relations between the 
public international law and national (municipal) law as well as sources of the public international law 
(international legal custom, international treaties, judicial decisions and other). Students learn about 
subjects of intern the position of national states and their fundamental rights and duties, about position of 
international organisations and individuals and other topics. The course also includes topic 
of the international humanitarian law or the diplomatic and consular law. 



 
 

 
Basic of Diplomatic and Consular Law 
Štefan Viedenský 
5 ECTS 
The course is concentrated on getting students acquainted with the basic topics and meanings of the 
Diplomatic and Consular Law. 
Topics: Specifics and Peculiarities of International Law. International Relations. Diplomacy. Diplomatic and 
Consular Relations. State authorities for International Relations. Privileges and Immunities from Jurisdiction 
(in general). Internationaly Protected Persons. Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations 1961. Privileges 
and immunities under the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations 1961. Vienna Convention on Consular 
relations 1963. Privileges and immunities under the Vienna Convention on Consular relations 1963. The 
Convention on Special Missions 1969. The Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in their 
Relations with the International Organizations of  a Universal Character 1975. The Privileges and Immunities 
of International Organizations. Special consular protection for EU citizens in so-called third countries. 
 
International Economics 
Monika Palatková 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course acquaints students with the world economy as a system and with the science that examines this 
system. Students will gain knowledge about the ongoing processes of economic globalization, about the 
trends of the world economy, about the position of selected states in the world economy, about the 
problems that exist in the economy (e.g. financial crisis) and about international institutions operating in tthe 
world economy. The course further covers topics of international economic relations (trade in goods and 
services, capital flows, migration and trade related aspects of intellectual property rights), international 
monetary system or segment of developing countries. 
 
International Economic Relations 
Jan Mládek 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course deals with a complex view of the current reality of international economic relations. It shows the 
role of key countries and integration clusters. It also looks at the interactions of the economic and social 
policies of countries / regions and their effects on trade in goods and services, on investment and financial 
markets. Last but not least, it analyzes the ongoing competition between the United States and China for the 
role of the global leader on planet Earth. 
 
Economic Policy 
Jan Mládek 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The aim of the course is to acquaint students with the basic types of economic policies, their goals, tools and 
mechanisms of their functioning, all in the context of changing economic environment. The logic of 
interpretation is based on the fact that economic policy generally has three basic functions (stabilization, 
allocation and redistribution). In addition to traditional economic policies such as trade policy, monetary, 
fiscal, Exchange rate and pro- growth policies, the experience of post-communist countries in privatization, 
European integration, the introduction of Industry 4.0, foreign investment acquisition and transformation 
from central planning to a market economy will be presented. 



 
 

 

 
Current Affairs in World Politics 
Jan Polišenský 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
Students will develop an awareness of the relationship between the discipline of International Relations as a 
field of knowledge and the practices of world politics. This course continues to provide an opportunity to 
gain an analytically deeper understanding and reflect critically upon some of the most topical issues that 
currently confront international relations, and which shape the development of the contemporary 
international order. 
 
Chinese foreign policy since 1949 
Jan Polišenský 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
This course is designed to survey major events of the foreign policy of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). 
The course aims to provide students the knowledge and understanding of China’s involvement in world 
affairs in historical and contemporary perspectives and to train them with an analytical understanding of the 
dynamics of China’s foreign policy. Additionally, the course will analyze the domestic changes that influenced 
China’s foreign policy. The main focus of the course will be on the development of Chinese foreign policy 
after the founding of the People’s Republic of China. The main focus will be the China’s foreign policy toward 
United States, Korea, India and Vietnam. Lastly, the course will analyze the domestic determinants of the 
foreign policy and foreign policy decision-making processes in China. 

 
Management, Marketing, Marketing Research 
Strategic Management 
Monika Palatková 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course explains the issue of management in the public and private sectors and deals with functional and 
process management with application to practice. Process management is based on knowledge of individual 
management functions (planning, organization, decision-making, control and others). Students will 
understand the importance of stratégy map, balanced scorecard model, process maps and other methods 
and tools used in strategic management. Likewise, the course deals with corporate culture and the 
importance of soft management factors. Risk management, quality management and change management 
are an integral part of the topics. New approaches to organization management will be explained. 
 
Public Relations, Media and Politics 
Jozef Ftorek 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course is designed for those who can think over the basic framework of the official debate on social 
affairs, politics and economics. The course is to discover techniques and practices used by the service elite, 
politicians and political public relations to manufacture consent among citizens. The politicians, who in 
liberal democracies represent the government of the people for the people, are governing the states and 
nations upon the major consent of the citizens. Manufacturing consent is thus the crucial condition for 
effective rule and power dominance in modern society. 



 
 

 
 
 
Marketing Research 
Miroslav Foret 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The importance of marketing research for marketing management. The types of marketing research. 
Operationalization of marketing problem for marketing research. Techniques ofmarketing research - 
questioning, observation and experiment. The object of marketing research - representativity of the sample. 
Stat Síti al processing of empirical data. Practical example of the whole marketing research process. 
 

International Tourism 
International Tourism 
Monika Palatková 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course covers different fields of the international tourism with focus on its economic importance in 
global economy. Tourism can be considered as the phenomena of the world economy, the phenomena of 
the world consumption and phenomena of the mutual understanding across the nations. Since tourism is 
one of the most dynamic economic sectors (despite of temporary troubles) its importance in international 
trade on services, in agenda of international organisation (United Nations) or in segment of developing as 
well as developed countries is continuously growing. Regional spread of tourism flows, tourism products, 
communication and distribution channels or positions of exporters and importers of tourism services has 
changed significantly in recent decades. The new way how to develop tourism business is an unavoidable 
emphasising of sustainability principles across the international organisations, programmes and above all 
leading players in global economy. International tourism is a diverse and attractive discipline where yu can 
use and apply your knowledge from various fields. 
 
International Tourism Marketing 
Monika Palatková 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course focuses on tourism marketing in the international market from point of view of destination 
management organization, hotel groups, small and medium sized enterprises of tour operators. Students will 
acquire knowledge and practical use of strategic and tactical marketing tools with application to the tourism 
sector. On a strategic level, it addresses the vision, goals, business models of organizations, and setting 
strategic decisions in the micro and macro environments. Tactical level is associated with the setting of 
marketing mix, strategy. Special attention is paid to communication strategy and new tools of marketing 
communication with application on tourism. 

 
Public Administration 
Public Administration Ethics and Integrity 
Marie Bohatá 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor 
The course will briefly explain fundamentals of the ethical theory and relevant implications of other 
disciplines of social science. Fundamental principles of public administration and its governance systems will 



 
 

 
be presented. Theoretical concept will be apllied for the environment of public administration and major 
ethical problems, such as corruption, conflict of interest and lobbing will be explored, and various cases 
discussed. Examples of best practices from the EU and OECD member states will be presented. 
 
The Role of Statistics in European Integration 
Marie Bohatá 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
European integration is based and law and figures. The role of official statistics produced by the European 
Statistical System (Eurostat and statistical agencies of the EU Member States) in providing data for the 
evidence based decision making will be explained. Students will familiarize with the development of the 
system, its functioning as well as the governance system. Main clusters of European statistics and the 
approach to their harmonization within the EU as well as at the global (United Nations) level will be 
presented. 
 
Democracy, Authoritarianism, Totalitarianism 
Jan Slavíček 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course focuses on analysis of democratic, authoritarian and totalitarian regimes in the 20th century. The 
most important theories of democracy and non-democratic regimes are compared, as well as their practical 
politics and policies. The present crisis of democracy in the informational era will be analysed either. 
 
S. P. Huntington´s Civilizations 25 years on 
Jan Slavíček 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
In 2020, almost 25 years have passed since the publication of Huntington’s book The Clash of Civilizations. In 
this book, he presented a relatively compact theory of the division of the world after the end of the Cold 
War. Huntington’s concept has become the target of strong criticism. With full awareness of the flaws of the 
Clash of Civilizations, there are still useful lessons that can be taken from Huntington’s work (which his critics 
admit as well).  
The course analyzes the transformations undergone by the geopolitical power of the individual civilizations 
defined by Huntington in 1995–2020. It deals primarily with the population and economy. Furthermore, the 
geopolitical power of “core countries” is analyzed (incl. military power). Finally, the analysis focuses on the 
compactness of particular civilizations. 
 
Marketing in the Public Sector 
Jiří Kohoutek 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
Marketing used to be historically seen as an activity undertaken by private commercial 
subjects to grow sales of the products and services they supply to the market. Later 
conceptions of marketing began to pay more attention to customer needs, resulting in 
particular in changes in product and service development areas that began to adapt to these 
needs and requirements. However, as Philip Kotler and Sidney J. L. Levy noted in their 
influential study Broadening the Concept of Marketing, marketing is more than just selling 
company products. They pointed to politicians' de facto marketing campaigns, or US 



 
 

 
universities competing for the best students. They then defined marketing itself as a 
"ubiquitous social activity" and effectively reinterpreted it for use outside the commercial 
sphere. Marketing has thus gradually become part of the activities of organizations in areas 
such as the non-profit sector, politics, public administration, destination management etc. 
 
Political System of Canada 
Jiří Kohoutek 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
This introductory course introduces the system of Canadian government, based upon the 
development of its political institutions through history. Main emphasis will be placed on the 
components of the political system, their development and current state and the 
constitutional environment of the system. As Canada is not a very well-known country in the 
Czech Republic, focus will be put also on basic geography and history of the country itself. 
 
Museum Marketing 
Jiří Kohoutek 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The aim of the course is to apply the basic concepts and principles of modern marketing to the field of 
museums and galleries. Differences between commercial marketing and museum marketing will be 
discussed. The course will be example and practice oriented with field trips to several Czech museums. 
Introduction. Differences between commercial and museum marketing. Marketing environment of 
museums. Marketing mix (4P) in museum marketing. Marketing management of museums. Do’s and don’ts 
of museum marketing. Field trip – National Museum. Field trip reflections – National Museum. Field trip – 
National Gallery. Field trip reflections – National Gallery. Field trip – TBA. Field trip reflections – TBA. 
Conclusions. 
 
Comparative Politics of V4 Countries 
Jiří Kohoutek 
5 ECTS 
Bachelor / Master 
The course focuses on the basic elements of political systems of the V4 countries – Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Poland and Hungary. Attention will be given to basic institutions and their forms – legislatives, executives, 
court systems etc. Special focus will be on the processes of democratic transition and consolidation. Also, the 
development of party system will be analysed. V4 countries – geopolitical context. V4 countries - historical 
context. Democratic transition of V4 countries. Democratic consolidation of V4 countries. Constitutional 
principles of V4 countries. Structures and institutions: Legislative power of V4 countries. Structures and 
institutions: Executive power of V4 countries. Structures and institutions: Judicial power of V4 countries. 
Structures and institutions: Public administration of V4 countries. Structures and institutions: Electoral 
systems of V4 countries. Actors and processes: Parties and party systems of V4 countries. Actors and 
processes: Elections in V4 countries. Discussion. 
 

Languages 
English for Law 
Luďa Fialová 
5 ECTS 



 
 

 
The aim of the course is to deepen the ability of students to use professional terminology, to learn to work 
with legal texts and to practice their communication skills using legal terminology. The grammar is discussed 
only in the context of working with texts. Covered topics include overviews of prepositions, phrasal verbs, 
verbs, adjectives, lexicology (meaning, style, etc.) and phrases typical for legal English. Due to the content of 
the course, expected knowledge of the English language is at least at B2 level, where students are able to 
understand articles and reports dealing with current problems, understand longer speeches and lectures, 
actively participate in discussions, explain and defend their opinions and be able to write comprehensible 
detailed texts.   
Requirements: Grammar test (based on the attended level) + presentation/essay 
 
English for Economics 
Luďa Fialová 
5 ECTS 
The aim of the course is to deepen the ability of students to use professional terminology, to learn to work 
with economic texts and to practice their communication skills using economic terminology. The grammar is 
discussed only in the context of working with texts. Covered topics include overviews of prepositions, phrasal 
verbs, verbs, adjectives, lexicology (meaning, style, etc.) and phrases typical for business English. Due to the 
content of the course, expected knowledge of the English language is at least at B2 level, where students are 
able to understand articles and reports dealing with current problems, understand longer speeches and 
lectures, actively participate in discussions, explain and defend their opinions and be able to write 
comprehensible detailed texts.   
Requirements: Grammar test (based on the attended level) + presentation/essay 
 
English Conversation 
Luďa Fialová 
5 ECTS 
Conversation and extending vocabulary of the target topics, i.e. Political systems of the Czech Republic, the 
UK and the USA and their comparison. History of the Czech Republic since 1918. International Institutions 
and their impact on today's world (UN, NATO, IMF, WB). European Union, its history and institutions. 
Marketing and management (manager x leader, distinguished managers/leaders and their qualities). Banking 
system. Legal topics (comparison of civil law  and common law systems; international law, etc.). Global 
issues. Culture and media. 
Requirements: Grammar test (based on the attended level) + presentation/essay 
 
Italian, Spanish, German, French, Russian: 
5 ECTS 
Depending on an acquired level of the given language, students learn the specifics of the language (grammar, 
vocabulary, used collocations, topics). They usually start with more general topics, i.e. family, hobbies, 
travelling, etc, and with more advanced language level they discuss such issues which are closely connected 
to their study programme, i.e. global issues, news, legal issues, history, political systems, etc. 
Requirements: Grammar test (based on the attended level) + presentation/essay 
 
Czech for Foreigners 
Adriano Baldessari 
5 ECTS 
Basics of the Czech language (social language – greetings, numbers, food, ordering in restaurants, going 
shopping) and introduction of Czech culture (cuisine, culture, sightseeing, etc.) 
Requirements: Activity in lessons, short presentation 


